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Market slow to warm up
A total of 498 homes sold in February 2014, down 13.5% from the previous year. “The first couple of
months of the year are traditionally slow months for real estate,” says Jim Holody, the 2014 President
of the London and St. Thomas Association of REALTORS®. “Factor in some of the coldest temperatures
in recent memory and one winter storm system after another and you’ve got a market in deep freeze.
Fortunately, the only thing wrong with our market is the weather and that’s about to change. Buyers
who want to get ahead of the game would do well to get out in front of the crowd. The Spring market is
going to start to kick in this month and I think we’re going to see some pent-up demand start to change
the equation. “
Listings for the month were up a marginal 0.2%, while inventory – active listings end of period --were up
4.3%. “In other words,” says Holody. “There’s lots of supply.”
The City of St. Thomas saw 42 homes exchange hands in February, 8 short of the previous February.
Listings were up 11.4% and the average price for a home in St. Thomas, Year To Date, stands at
$210,695, up 11% compared to December 31, 2013.
The average price of a detached home in LSTAR’S jurisdiction in February 2014 stood at $260,411, down
0.8% from January 2014, while the price of a condo rose 5.9% to $179,387. The average price for all
homes sold in the LSTAR’S jurisdiction in February 2014 was $243,002 down 1.3% from the first month
of 2014.
The following table, based on data taken from CREA’s National MLS® Report for January 2014 (the latest
information available), demonstrates how homes in LSTAR’s jurisdiction continue to maintain their
affordability compared to other major Ontario and Canadian centers.

City
Vancouver
Toronto
Fraser Valley
Victoria
Calgary
Hamilton-Burlington
Edmonton

Statistical Report (February 2014)

Average Sale $$
$793,772
$547,768
$514,320
$476,708
$469,977
$404,767
$369,997
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City
Regina
Ottawa
Saskatoon
Montreal
Kitchener-Waterloo
Quebec City
Newfoundland & Labrador
Halifax-Dartmouth
St. Catharines
London St. Thomas (in January 2014)
CANADA

House Style

Units
Sold

Average Price

2 storey
Bungalow

118
76

$326,530
$203,146

Ranch

55

$301,239

Townhouse

46

$159,083

Average Sale $$
$372,371
$351,064
$334,388
$331,727
$328,962
$271,220
$268,501
$267,644
$263,584
$246,289
$393,775

The best-selling house style in LSTAR’s jurisdiction
for February 2014 was the two-storey, then the
bungalow, then the ranch, then the townhouse
condominium.

The London and St. Thomas Association of REALTORS® (LSTAR) is one of Canada’s fifteen largest real
estate associations, representing over 1,500 REALTORS® working in Middlesex and Elgin Counties, a
trading area of 500,000 residents.
LSTAR adheres to a Quality of Life philosophy, supporting growth that fosters economic vitality, provides
housing opportunities, respects the environment and builds good communities and safe neighbourhoods
and is a proud participant in the REALTORS Care Foundation’s Every REALTOR™ Campaign.
As members of the Canadian Real Estate Association, LSTAR members may use the REALTOR®
trademark, which identifies them as real estate professionals who subscribe to a strict code of ethics. The
Association operates the local Multiple Listing Service® (MLS®) and provides ongoing professional
education courses for its members.
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